Into The Mist
A Note From P.C. Cast
I wrote the first book of this duology, Into the Mist, for the same reason I
wrote the very first book I published, Divine by Mistake. I wrote Divine by
Mistake because even though I adore fantasy novels and have been
reading them since I was nine years old (beginning with Tolkien!) I had a
difficult time finding high fantasy that included characters to whom I
could relate. So, I simply wrote a high fantasy novel and peopled it with
relatable characters.
Same with thing Into the Mist and Out of the Dawn! I love getting lost in
apocalypse novels! But I have a very difficult time finding apocalypse
novels peopled with characters – most especially women – to whom I
relate. Because of that I decided to write the novel I most wanted to read.
Apocalypse fiction with a feminist focus peopled with real women
(teachers!) who react to extraordinary events as I would, or my friends
would, or my daughter would, etc.
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So, let’s think about relatable characters. What makes a character relatable to
you? What makes them unrelatable? To whom did you most relate to from Into
the Mist and why?

The bombs that devastate the fictional world of Into the Mist are symbolic for
the destruction the patriarchy has caused in our world over the past many
generations. Discuss that symbolism and its many layers. How does the
biological agent, the green mist, play into that symbolism?

Would you have left Timberline? Why or why not?

Stella and Mercury decide to keep the fact that they have a working vehicle
hidden from the people at Timberline (at first), and then later the people in
Madras. Was that wise or selfish?

The biological agent released by the bombs alters the DNA of some of the
women who inhale it. The first and most obvious element of that change is
that their blood causes plants to grow. I added this element as symbolism as
well as a plot device. Discuss how it can be both.
The heroines inInto the Mist are determined to rebuild their society as a
matriarchy.What does that mean to you? It’s clear by the reaction of some of
the men Timberline that’s a rather shocking idea. Why are they shocked?
Compare and contrast this to how a group of survivors would react if men took
charge. How would their priorities differ? How would the new world they
create differ?
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In Madras Mayor Cruz seems to have created a utopia—a sanctuary for
survivors—but we discover that she has a much darker agenda. Yet she has
attained quite a bit of power and has many followers who are more than
willing to overlook her nefarious behavior in exchange for safety and security.
Do you find that credible? Why or why not?

The addition of Pagan ideology and rituals is an important part of Into the Mist.
Can you see the reflection of a matriarchal society in that ideology and those
rituals? Imagine if your country was Pagan and matriarchal. How would that
alter your world?

Karen is deeply Christian, though as her experiences change and her world
expands she begins to understand the value of alternative belief systems. Do
you think her change is credible? How do you feel about her change? Do you
believe she can still be Christian and embrace her new spiritual powers?

I created my core group of women to represent archetypes: the warrior, the
seer, the mystic/wise woman, the healer and the spiritualist. Identify which
character you believe personifies which archetype and why. Which archetype
do you relate to and see in yourself the most?
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